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Abstract

Chang and Phillips develop a simple labor-demand error correction model of regional

employment growth. The model is constructed to forecast well at both long-term and short-term

horizons. In developing the model, we utilize past research which has found that relative

nominal wages play an important role in explaining why some regions consistently grow faster

than others. The variables in the model include regional employment, u.s. employment, an

industry-adjusted relative wage measure, and a regional leading index. While the wage variable

is used to capture long-term shifts in relative labor demand, the leading index is included to

control for shorter-term cyclical shocks. Out-of-sample forecast errors from the model are

shown to be smaller than errors from a model suggested by LeSage (1990a) which divides

regional employment into base and nonbase and estimates a bivariate error-correction model.



I. Introduction

Regional economists are often asked to produce forecasts that range anywhere from

several months to several years. Often, however, the forecasting technique and variables used

by the analyst differ depending on whether the forecast is long- or short-term. For example, the

analyst might use average weekly hours of manufacturing workers to forecast short-term cyclical

movements in regional employment but would not likely use the same indicator for forecasting

longer-term changes. In this article we attempt to build a simple regional forecasting model that

utilizes short-term indicators and long-term relationships in an attempt to forecast well at both

short-term and long-term forecasting horizons.

In a recent series of articles, LeSage (1990a, b) and Shoesmith (1995) developed several

error-correction models to forecast regional employment. The purpose of the error-correction

model is to determine and estimate any long-term equilibrium relationships that exist among

nonstationary variables. Given that these stationary relationships can be established, using the

Error-Correction Vector-Autoregressive Model (ECM) has more appeal than simply running

models in first-differenced form and thus focusing on the short-term relationship between the

variables. In this article we develop an ECM which utilizes the long-term equilibrium

relationship between a region's relative employment and its relative wage. (The term relative

refers to relative to the national average, unless stated otherwise.) The model also utilizes

movements in a regional leading index in an attempt to capture upcoming short-term cyclical

shocks.

We develop a four-variable ECM for the Texas economy and compute out-of-sample

forecasts between March 1991 and March 1995 and for the 1986 Texas recession. Errors from

one- to thirty-six-step ahead forecasts are compared to a two-variable ECM suggested by LeSage

(1990a) which divides employment into base and nonbase. Our model performs better on
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average during each forecasting period and at almost all forecast horizons within each period.

The results suggest that our model may be useful for forecasting total nonagricultural

employment at the regional level.

II. Developing a Regional Forecasting Model

In an attempt to forecast employment for fifty different industries in Ohio, LeSage

(1990b) finds significant cointegration between manhours, hourly earnings, and the consumer

price index in seven industries. He then compares out-of-sample errors from an ECM for each

of the fifty industries to errors from a differenced Vector-Autoregressive Model (VAR), two

types of Bayesian VARs and a Bayesian ECM. In the seven industries with cointegration, he

finds that the ECM performs best. He also finds, however, that the ECM performed well at

the seven- to twelve-month forecast horizons, even in models that failed the cointegration tests.

In another paper, LeSage (1990a) forecasts total nonfarm employment for eight different

metropolitan areas in Ohio using the ECM within the context of the economic base model.

Using the three categories of durable, nondurable, and nonrnanufacturing industries, LeSage

defines base employment during any month as any positive residual of employment in an

industry minus what the u.s. industry share would suggest. After dividing employment into base

and nonbase, he finds evidence of cointegration between the two employment types in each of

the eight cities. He then compares the results of the ECM to the four types of models described

in LeSage (1990b) and to a forecast produced by an independent analyst. LeSage finds that the

ECM and BECM used in the context of a dynamic economic base model performed the best out

of the six models examined and concludes that the ECM used on base and nonbase employment

was a simple, but effective, way to forecast regional employment.

The results of the two LeSage articles give strong evidence of the usefulness of the ECM
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in forecasting regional employment. The use of the economic base model, however, is less

convincing. Although the economic base model has a long history in regional economics, in

recent years it has faced increasing criticism.' While the LeSage results give evidence that base

and nonbase industries share a long-term relationship and that growth in base industries leads to

growth in nonbase industries, it may be possible to construct a simple regional ECM that has

stronger links to regional employment growth.

The use of the ECM in regional forecasting is based on finding variables that share a

long-term cointegrating relationship. Finding variables that share this type of relationship may

often be difficult. For example, Hefner (1990) showed that for all eight Bureau of Economic

Analysis regions, Gross State Product was not cointegrated with U.S. Gross Domestic Product,

and Shoesmith (1992) showed that for every state except Vermont, U.S. nonfarm employment

was not cointegrated with the state nonfarm employment. Shoesmith (1995) also showed that in

his five-variable regional VAR model, ouly one out of four states tested had at least one

significant cointegrating vector. These results emphasize the need for a strong theoretical

notion of what variables are likely to experience stable long-term relationships.

One stylized fact important in long-run regional employment forecasting is that many

regions consistently grow faster than others. Browne, Mieszkowski, and Syron (1980) in a study

of the relative economic strength of the South, found that low nominal wages played an

important role in attracting net investment into the South. Using surveys, other researchers

such as Nakosteen and Zimmer (1987) and Wheat (1986)-have confirmed the importance of

relative nominal wages in regional job growth.

Kottman (1992) suggested that, for industries which export nationally, the decision on

where to produce is a function of relative nominal wages, but for workers the decision on where

'For a good summary of the recent criticisms of the economic base mode~ see Krikelas (1992).
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to work is a function of relative cost-of-living adjusted wages. Kottman points out that in terms

of labor supply, "There is an emerging consensus in the literature that regional wage and income

differentials have all but vanished once adjusted for cost-of-living and labor force characteristics."

He concludes that the persistent migration of capital and labor appears to be almost solely due

to labor demand - firms migrate to areas with low relative nominal wages. While workers' real

wages are similar across regions, low nominal wages stimulate relatively strong job growth.

In our model, we adopt the view that the main factor driving relative regional

employment growth is shifting labor demand which is driven mainly by relative nominal wages.

As information flows into the high-wage regions and firms realize that they can increase

profitability by moving to low-wage regions, firms begin to migrate. As firms migrate to the low-

wage regions they build up the regional infrastructure, which motivates more firms to move in -

gradually shifting out the labor demand curve in the low-wage regions. In the traditional labor-

market model, shifts in labor demand result in a positive relationship between employment and

real wages as the labor supply curve is upward sloping. In this mode~ low-wage regions

experience relatively strong labor demand shifts, which result in stronger gains in wages and

employment than in high-wage regions.' Thus, we expect a positive long-run relationship

between a region's relative wage and its relative employment.

An industry is attracted to a region if wages in that region are relatively low. It is thus

important to compare wages across the same industry and not just compare total manufacturing

wages. We thus create a wage variable which measures the percentage difference in an

industry's wage from the same industry in the nation at the two-digit Standard Industrial

'One implication of this model is that wages in the low-wage region would be driven up while wages in
the high-wage region would be driven down - leading to wage convergence. Supporting this notion, Carlino
and Mills (1993) find statistical evidence that per capita incomes have converged in the United States since
1929, and Browne (1989) points out that most of the movement in per capita personal income-at least over
the past two decades-has been due to variations in wages.
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Classification level. The wage differentials are weighted together by the industry's share of

national manufacturing employment to form a composite measure of the region's relative

manufacturing wage. Chart 1 shows that in Texas this wage measure appears to share a long-

term positive relationship with Texas nonfarm employment.

While we expect a long-term relationship between relative wages and relative

employment, we also expect employment to exhibit business-cycle patterns because of economic

shocks such as oil price changes. To incorporate these short-term shocks, we include the Texas

Leading Index which was designed to predict cyclical turning points in the state's economy.' The

components of the Texas Leading Index are average weekly hours of production workers in

manufacturing, an index of help-wanted advertising, an index of stock prices of companies based

in Texas, new unemployment claims (inverted), real retail sales, permits to drill oil and gas wells,

the real price of crude oil, the BEA national leading index, and an index of the real exchange

rate of the countries Texas exports to (inverted). Phillips (1988, 1990) has shown the index to

be a reliable indicator of turning points in the Texas economy with a lead time of three to eight

months.

The long-run relationship suggested by the labor demand model is

(RW)

where In is the natural log function, TXEMP and USEMP are the levels of nonfarm

employment in Texas and the United States, and RW is a measure of Texas hourly wages

relative to U.S. hourly wages. Preliminary testing showed that a significant long-term

'The use of regional leading indexes has proliferated over the past ten years. For a description of the
typical index calculation and a listing of indexes available at the regional level, see Phillips (1994). For more
information on the components in and the calculation of the Texas Leading Index, see Phillips (1990).
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relationship holds between the two variables in this equation.s While this relationship is

important in forecasting the relative growth of Texas employment in the long-run, it is also likely

that changes in the Texas Leading Index (TXLI) are important in directly predicting shorter-

term cyclical shocks to the Texas economy. However, since the TXLI is not likely to have

proportional effects on both TXEMP and USEMP, we build the model based on the

relationship between all four variables.

The four-equation ECM we estimate is

ax, = JL +A(L ).6.X,_, +a~X;_k_1 +e,

where X, is a vector containing four series - Texas' relative wage (rw), the Texas Leading Index

(txli), Texas nonfarm employment (txemp), and U.S. nonfarm employment (usemp) - and A is

the first-difference operator. The lowercase of a variable indicates its logarithmic value. A(L) is

a lag polynomial of order k. ~X is the error-correction term capturing the stationary long-run

equilibrium among the four variables. For example, the equation of Texas nonfarm employment

in the VAR model is specified as

T T T T

Attemp,=1-l +I: A/Attempt-/+ I: 6/"rwt-/+ I: y/"txlit-/+ I: TJ,,,usemp,_/
i=1 i=1 1"'1 1=1

+Cl(~lrw+~ixli+~3ttemp+~4usemp)'_T_l +e,

where T is the number of lags and the term in the parentheses specifies the cointegrating

relationship.

III. Data

'The Johansen and Juselius (1990) cointegration test was run for these two variables over the sample of
74:1 to 91:2 with the VAR lag length of 6. We did find one significant cointegrating vector at the 5 percent
level. The stationary long-run relationship between relative employment and relative wage implies that the
two series should not move too far apart. Any divergence from the equilibrium should be considered
temporary.
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The variables used to estimate the model are Texas nonfarm and U.S. nonfarm

employment, TXLI, and the Texas manufacturing wage relative to the U.S. manufacturing wage.

As described earlier, we construct a measure of relative wages that adjusts for the differing

industrial structure in the region than in the nation. The wage variable is intended to measure

the relative wage across industries that is due solely to wage differences and not to differences

in industrial structure. The relative wage variable is calculated as follows:

where RW, is the relative wage, HWTX;, is the hourly wage in industry i in Texas, HWUS" is the

hourly wage in industry i in the U.S., EUS. is U.S. employment in industry i, and EUS, is U.S.

manufacturing employment summed across nineteen two-digit manufacturing industries available

at both the state and national levels and t is a time SUbscript'. Thus the wage variable is

constructed by calculating relative wages at the two-digit manufacturing level and weighting each

industry's relative wage by the industry's U.S. employment share. The wage and employment

data are from the Current Employment Statistics (CBS) series produced by the Bureau of Labor

Statistics.

In order to compare our model to the model developed by LeSage (1990a), we calculate

base employment in Texas with the following formula by LeSage:

EUSuRNEu=RE,(--)
EUS,

where RNE. is the number of employees in industry i that is necessary to supply local needs,

REt is total regional employment, EUS. is U.S. employment in industry i and EUSt is total U.S.

'Por Texas, wages for nineteen of the twenty two-digit manufacturing industries were available during this
time period. At the nationalleve!, wages for Electric and Electronic Equipment, and Instruments and
Related Products did not begin unti11988, and so altogether seventeen of the twenty industries were used.
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employment. If RNE" is greater than or equal to RE", nonbase employment in industry i is then

equal to RE" and base employment in industry i is equal to zero. If RNE" is less than RE", then

local employment in industry i is equal to RNE" and base employment is equal to RE" minus

The dynamic location quotient described above generates two time-series data which

represent monthly magnitudes of local (nonbasic), denoted by LE, and export (basic)

employment, denoted by XE, for the state of Texas. While LeSage used employment data in

only three categories - durable, nondurable, and nonmanufacturing employment - we include

employment at the two-digit SIC level in manufacturing and at the division level in non-

manufacturing, for a total of twenty-nine industries. The nonfarm employment data for different

sectors in Texas are from the CBS. The data are seasonally adjusted with the adjustment

procedure described in Berger and Phillips (1993, 1994). This adjustment controls for a break in

the seasonal pattern which is often found in the state employment data.

IV. Econometric Methodology

Applying conventional VAR techniques will lead to spurious results if the variables in the

system are nonstationary. The mean and variance of a nonstationary, or integrated, time series

which has a stochastic trend, will depend on time. Any shock to the variable will have permanent

effects on it. The most common procedure to render the series stationary is to transform it into

first differences. Nevertheless, the model in first differences will be misspecified if the series are

cointegrated and converge to stationary log-term equilibrium relationships.7 The set of variables

7The concept of cointegration, first proposed in Granger and Weiss (1983), is fundamental to the use of
the error-correction-model formulation. Engel and Granger (1987) have shown that a model estimated using
differenced data will be misspecified if the variables are cointegrated and the cointegrating relationship is
ignored. Cointegration means that nonstationary time series variables tend to move together such that a
linear combination of them is stationary. Cointegration is sometimes interpreted as representing a long-run
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in the system must cointegrate for a valid Error-Correction VAR (ECM) to exist. Therefore,

tests for cointegration should be a necessary component of estimation exercises conducted with

ECMs. In our analysis we test for cointegration using the general maximum likelihood approach

of Johansen and Juselius (11) (1990).

The 11 approach differs from Engel and Granger (1987)8, which LeSage (1990a) adopts,

in that it offers an explicit criterion for choosing the number of cointegrating vectors. Suppose

X, is a (pxl) vector of first difference stationary time series variables, the ECM form is

where r, = -1+II,+ ... +II, 0= 1,...,k-l) and II = aW, Wis the (pxr) cointegrating vector, and a is

the (pxr) vector of error correction coefficients (or speed of adjustment). rr. is a pxp matrix and

E, is a vector with p elements composed of independently and normally distributed random

disturbances with zero means.

In 11, ~ can be estimated and Rank(II) can be determined by the trace test and the

maximum eigen-value test. We employ both tests to check the sensitivity of the results. The

former tests the null hypothesis that there are at most r cointegrating vectors against a general

alternative, and the latter test the null of r cointegrating vectors against the alternative of at

least (r+ 1). Notice that if Rank(II) =r=p, any vector is a cointegrating vector and hence all the

variables in X, are stationary. If Rank(II)=r<p, then the series are first-difference stationary

equilibrium (steady-state) relationship.

8Engel and Granger (1987) proposes a cointegration test testing procedure using the Dickey-Fuller unit
root test. However, their cointegration test requires prior knowledge about the cointegrating vectors, which
are usually unknown. In contrast, the Johansen and Juselius (1990) multivariate testing procedure can
overcome this problem. Furthermore, their method is not subject to bias due to arbitrary normalization
choices since all the variables are endogenous in a VAR setting. Gonzalo (1994) concludes that Johansen and
Juselius' approach has better properties than other alternative techniques after examining the asymptotic
distribution of the various estimators.
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and there are r cointegrating vectors. If Rank(IT) =r =0, then no significant cointegrating vectors

exist and a VAR based purely on the first difference of X, is appropriate.

v. Empirical Results

To specify the model correctly, we check the stationarity of the log levels of all variables.

Unit roots are tested for using the Augmented Dickey-Fuller method. Table 1 shows the results

of both tests. Test results reveal that all variables in our model are nonstationary at the 10

percent significance level. The levels of both local employment and export employment in Texas

also show strong evidence of non-stationarity. The residuals are checked for serial correlation by

Q statistics. None of the Q statistics showed significant autocorrelation at the one percent level.

We apply the JJ test to the variables used in our model (cw, txli, txemp, usemp, and the

variables used in the LeSage model (Ie, xe). Table 2 displays the results of the JJ rank tests and

the critical values. In the trace test of cointegration among four variables (upper panel), the

hypothesis that the number of cointegrating vectors (r) greater than 1 cannot be rejected, while

the hypothesis that the number of cointegrating vectors (r) greater than or equal to 2 can be

easily rejected. This finding is confirmed by the maximum eigen test which suggests rejection of

the null hypothesis of r=O in favor of the alternative hypothesis that r= 1 at the 5 percent level.

The test for the two variables in the LeSage model found one cointegrating vector, significant

only at the 10 percent level. This result is similar to LeSage's study.

Table 3 presents the results of causality tests for both models. The error-correction term

(EC) is added as a regressor to the VAR. To examine the serial correlation of the residuals, we

apply the Ljung-Box Q tests which uniformly fail to reject the null hypothesis of no serial

correlation. The lagged EC appears with a very significant coefficient in each equation. This

result implies that overlooking the long-run relationship of the variables would have caused
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misspecification in the underlying dynamic structure. The existence of cointegration between

export-based employment (xe) and local employment (Ie) also accords with LeSage's findings.

Furthermore, the error-correction representation of Granger-causality allows for the finding, for

example, that the relative wage Granger-causes Texas employment. This is true even though the

coefficients on the wage variable are jointly insignificant because the coefficient of the error

correction term is significant. The effect of the relative wage on Texas employment growth,

however, appears to be mostly long-run, which is consistent with our labor demand hypothesis.

The Texas Leading Index has strong short-term impacts on Texas employment, which is also

consistent with our hypothesis about this series. Therefore Panel A provides strong evidence of

existence of bidirectional causality among the variables. In Panel B, the bidirectional causality

also appears between xe and Ie. It is noteworthy that the evidence of causality from the export

employment to the local employment is somewhat stronger statistically.

We performed several out-of-sample forecasting experiments to compare the forecasting

ability of the two models. In the first experiment, we did out-of-sample forecasts at one

through thirty-six horizons. At each horizon, we updated the in-sample estimations. For

instance, a twelve-step-ahead forecast of May 1992 (June 1992) was derived from the

estimations using data up to May 1991 (June 1991). The one-step-ahead forecast of the same

month employed the information up to April 1992 (May 1992). These iterative estimation and

forecast procedures were carried out for all out-of-sample forecasts. However, to estimate the

cointegrating vectors, we only use the sample for the first forecast, which covers the period from

January 1974 to February 1991.

The first forecasting experiment involved the out-of-sample period from March 1991 to
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March 1995.' One- to thirty-six-month-ahead forecasts were calculated for both models. As

shown in Table 4 , the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) for the labor-demand leading

index model was smaller than that for the base model for all forecast horizons except the one-

step-ahead forecast. The forecast errors for our model were generally small, with the MAPE less

than 1 percent for horizons one through sixteen months. At the forecasting horizon of thirty-six

months the MAPE was 1.8 percent versus 4.3 percent for the LeSage model. On average the

MAPE in our model was 50 percent smaller than in the LeSage model.

A standard criticism of time series models is that they typically perform poorly at turning

points. To address this issue, we looked at how each model performs in the out-of-sample

periods during the last economic recession in Texas which occurred from November 1985 to

March 1987. The recession coincided with a dramatic negative shock to oil prices and a tax law

change which made real estate investing less profitable." The diagnostics from the two models

were similar to the full sample results discussed above. The variables were found to be

nonstationary and cointegration was found in each of the models for the sample of January 1974

to April 1984. The results of the tests are reported in Table 1 and Table 2. Columns 3 and 4 of

Table 4 show that both models performed worse during this period than in the latter period.

During this period our model performed much better than the LeSage model at the short-term

forecasting horizons. Changes in the leading index, which incorporated changes in oil prices and

help-wanted advertising, likely helped our model to predict the quick response of the economy

to the sharp decline in oil prices which began in late 1985. On average, the MAPE was 27-

'The employment data used in this paper are adjusted with the Berger-Phillips method as described in
Berger and Phillips (1993). Thus, the data after March 1993, which are the official post-benchmarked data,
are less subject to revision than they otherwise wonld be.

"For a more detailed description of the events leading to the 1986 Texas recession, see Petersen, Phillips,
and Yucel (1994).
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percent smaller in our model than in the LeSage model.

VI. Other Applications of the Model

While the labor-demand-leading-indicator model presented here does well in the out-of·

sample forecasting experiments, the model is flexible enough to be used in other ways. For

example, the model is specifically built to forecast regional employment, and thus, the forecasts

of U.S. employment generated by its feedbacks with the other three variables may be less

trusted. U.S. employment is likely to be forecasted better by national variables than by regional

ones. However, the addition of other variables to the reduced-form VAR model may not be

proper because it would cause the loss of degrees of freedom. In practice, it is easy to interject

outside forecasts of U.S. employment growth into the model to potentially improve the forecast

of regional employment. This is also useful if the analyst is given a U.S. forecast and assigned

to making a state forecast that is consistent with it.

While this model seemed to work well for Texas, its application to other states needs

further examination. As discussed earlier, many authors have found that cointegration in

regional economic models is the exception rather than the rule. To address this question, we

ran some preliminary tests to see if the basic long-run labor-demand model would be applicable

to other states. Shoesmith (1995) carried out tests for the states of Texas, North Carolina, New

York, and Vermont and found that for his five-variable model, cointegration was found ouly for

Texas. As a comparison, we ran the basic labor-demand model shown in Equation (RW) for the

other three states on monthly data from January 1974 to March 1995. Using the JJ test, we

found a cointegrating relationship for all three states." Furthermore, according to our findings

"We first tested the cointegration of the relative wage and the relative employment shown in equation
(RW) for these three states. For both North Carolina and New York, cointegration was found at the 10
percent level of significance. The test result showed no significant evidence of cointegration for Vermont.
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for Texas (Table 3), adding regional leading indexes to these models should help their predictive

power, particularly in the short run. These results give evidence that the model presented here

could successfully be applied to other states.

VII, Conclusion and Summary

Recent work in regional forecasting suggests that the ECM should be a useful tool for

regional analysts. LeSage (1990a) also suggests that the ECM used within the framework of an

economic-base model represents a simple, but effective, approach to regional employment

forecasting. In this paper we build a simple labor-demand-leading-index ECM of Texas

employment which includes national employment, the state's relative industry-weighted

manufacturing wage, and the Texas Leading Index.

We find that out-of-sample errors from our model are, on average, smaller than those

from an economic-base model suggested by LeSage (1990a). While the model developed here

was used for Texas, similar models can be developed for most states. As noted in Phillips

(1994), there are at least twenty-four state leading indexes currently being produced, and the

construction of the indexes is fairly straightforward. For most states relative manufacturing

wage variable can be easily constructed back to 1970 using the CES data from the Bureau of

Labor Statistics. Preliminary tests suggest that the basic labor-demand model shown in equation

(RW) describes a long-term cointegrating relationship in many states.

While the model presented here represents a simple and potentially effective way to

forecast regional employment, there are some limitations to this approach. First, as is the case

However, we went further to conduct the test with an unrestricted model, namely, the coefficient for the u.s.
employment was not restricted to 1. We found that cointegration existed among the three variables for all
three states at the 10 percent level. Following the method described in Section III to construct the relative
wage, we were able to use fifteen industries for New York, sixteen industries for North Carolina and nine
industries for Vermont.
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with most reduced-form time series models, the model has few policy implications. Also, we

compared this model with only one other, and although we used a model that had been accepted

in the literature, there is an infmite number of potential models. In general, however, the use of

cyclical indicators within the context of a long-term labor-demand ECM should prove helpful to

regional forecasters.
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Table 1: Augmented Dickey-Fuller Tests

k

W{ =ex +(8t) +pX +~".tX .+e
t t-l 1"$ I-t t

i-I

Trend No Trend

X k r-statistics Q(21) k r-statistics Q(22)
sample: January 1974 February 1991

rw 12 -1.87 25.62 12 -2.12 26.65

txli 2 -2.23 19.10 2 -2.24 19.93

txemp 3 -1.46 29.40 3 -1.88 30.59

usemp 2 -2.33 18.14 2 -0.80 16.69

xe 3 -1.36 34.84** 3 -1.51 38.19**

Ie 2 -1.21 34.36** 2 -1.96 35.01**

sample: January 1974 - April 1985

rw 12 -2.73 25.46 12 -1.48 29.64

txli 2 -1.98 14.55 2 -1.68 15.57

txemp 2 -1.28 30.43* 2 -1.05 30.84

usemp 2 -1.95 11.10 2 -0.54 10.49

xe 1 0.31 25.08 1 -1.88 25.20

Ie 2 -1.18 24.23 2 -0.92 24.91

Notes: All variables in natural logarithms are defined in sections 2 and 3 of the text. The choice
of the lag length, k, is based on Akaike Information Criterion (AlC) in the range from 0 to 12.
In all cases the null hypothesis of p = 1 can be rejected at the 10 percent significance level for
the unit root tests. Ljung-Box Q statistics are reported and checked for significant
autocorrelation in the residuals. The critical values for the ADF tests are presented in Fuller
(1976). ***, **, and * indicate significance at the I-percent, 5-percent and 10-percent levels
respectively.



Table 2: Johansen and Juselius Cointegration Tests

Cbang-Phillips ModeL test variables: rw, txli, txemp, usemp
ffilPothesls Statistics and Critical values

Null Alt.(trace/>.-max) Atrace >.,~(0.95) >.- >._(0.95)

r=O r~ l/r= 1 50.68** 47.18 37.98** 27.17
52.89** 39.69**

r=1 r~2/r=2 12.70 25.51 5.82 20.78
13.20 8.24

r=2 r~3/r=3 6.88 15.20 5.53 14.04
4.97 4.91

r=3 r~4/r=4 1.35 3.96 1.35 3.96
0.05 0.05

Notes: The lag length in VAR is chosen to eliminate the autocorrelation of the residuals in each
equation. The upper statistics are for the sample 74:1-91:2, the lower are for the sample
74:1-85:4. Variables included in the test are rw, txli, txemp, and usemp. A model that allows for
linear trends is fitted to the data, which results in the cointegrating vectors without a constant
term.

LeSage Model, test variables: xe, Ie
HyPothesIs Statistics and Critical Values

Null Alt.(trace/>.-max) Atraoe >.,~(0.90) >.~ >'~0.90)

r=O r~l/r=1 18.57* 17.96 14.46* 13.78
30.18** 28.51 **

r=1 r~2/r=2 4.11 7.56 4.11 7.56
1.67 1.67

Notes: The lag length in VAR is chosen to eliminate the autocorrelation of the residuals in each
equation. The upper statistics are for the sample 74:1-91:2, the lower one for the sample 74:1
85:4. Variables included in the test are xe and Ie.

* indicates rejection of the null hypothesis at the 10-percent level.
** indicates rejection of the null hypothesis at the 5-percent level.



Table 3: Causality Tests: monthly data 74:1-91:2
I. Panel A:

EOUATIONS

MW Atxli Atxemp Ausemp

i= 1,2,3 F(3,188) F(3,188) F(3,188) F(3,188)

.6.rwH 2.48* 0.34 1.79

Atxli,., 1.15 7.98*** 3.35**

Atxempt., 5.04** 0.81 0.54

Ausempt_i 2.25* 0.23 1.20

1-4 F(1,188) F(1,188) F(1,188) F(I,188)

EC,., 13.15*** 6.11*** 6.23** 4.45**

Q(36) 35.47 36.62 38.93 22.99

II. Panel B:

i= 1,2,3

1 4

EC,.,

Q(36) 41.04 39.18

Notes: ** *, **, and * indicates significance at the I-percent, 5-percent, and lO-percent levels
respectively.



TABLE 4: OUT-OF-SAMPLE FORECASTS

Mean Absolute Percentage Errors
Chang/Phillips and LeSage Models

Horizons March 91 - March 95 May 85 - May 87

1 0.17(0.16) 0.25(0.30)

4 0.33(0.38) 0.74(1.38)

8 0.52(0.80) 1.83(3.45)

12 0.72(1.32) 3.32(5.55)

16 0.93(1.77) 4.68(6.95)

20 1.15(2.15) 5.30(7.42)

24 1.31(2.62) 5.83(7.58)

28 1.58(3.18) 5.83(7.04)

32 1.73(3.74) 5.65(5.77)

36 1.82(4.26) 5.66(4.97)

Average* 1.05(2.08) 4.08(5.57)

Notes:
(1) The numbers in parentheses are for the LeSage base-nonbase model. All values are in
percent.
(2) The in-sample estimations for both models start from January 1974.

*The reported average is the mean of MAPEs for all thirty-six horizons.
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